WHAT YOU CAN DO TO SUPPORT CHILDREN TO KEEP SAFE ONLINE

These are the 25 key points we took away from the BSCB Annual Conference having listened
to all the speakers.
How to support your children and young people:
1. Children and young people need a trusted adult to confide in in order to build their
resilience and minimise risk. This is the same for all safeguarding.
2. Talk often and openly to children and young people. Be honest.
3. Stay calm and don’t judge. Remain approachable. You WANT them to share their
concerns and problems with you so you can help them. Don’t force issues ‘underground’.
4. Your child WILL encounter something on the internet you’d rather they didn’t. It is
inevitable, how you and they deal with it are what you can control.
5. Understand the cultural shift – you are a digital migrant, children and young people are
digital natives. You cannot turn off the internet, nobody can. Accept it.
6. Young people don’t distinguish between their lives and friendships online or offline and see
the positives of growing up in a digital age.
7. Avoid language which places blame on the victim.
8. Know how to report online abuse (CEOP).
9. Encourage young people to look after each other. Their friends will see worrying activity
long before you will. Ensure they know how to report things that worry them.
10. Parents need to ‘parent’ online activity as you would offline activity. State where they can
use internet (e.g. downstairs only), how long, which games etc
11. Teach them ‘if it feels too good to be true then it probably is’.
o Eg 1 - Being given free gold bars/tokens/bits/links to new levels in games by
strangers (‘friends’ they’ve never met). This person is unlikely to have good
intentions.
o Eg 2- A Justin Bieber lookalike who happen to share all your interests wants to
befriend you. Who are they really? Paedophiles are extremely clever at luring
children and young people online.
o Eg 3- the first 100 people to click on this link receives free gift (adults fall for this
constantly)- link is often to a virus/malware.
12. Be familiar with all the games and apps and devices your child uses and the risks each
poses. Get Snapchat, Instagram etc , understand them (even if you can’t see the appeal)
and know the privacy settings. Learn which ones allow children to chat to strangers and/or
stream live as these are the most dangerous.
13. Understand and USE privacy settings on every app/device.
14. Turn off geo-location when using devices in your house (your child can be found).
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15. Cover webcams or face them towards wall. Computer viruses can mean your webcam or
phone camera is on and streaming live footage even when you think it is switched off.
16. Monitor the child’s internet access in accordance with their developmental capacity (check
age restrictions in terms and conditions)
17. Use available resources to support you and your child (visit www.ChildNet.com
www.ThinkuKnow.co.uk and www.Saferinternet.org.uk ). Use resources from ChildLine
like the ZipIt app (witty comebacks when young people are asked for nude selfies)
18. Teach young people about their ‘digital footprint’ or ‘digital tattoo’. Their comments and
images they post could last forever, Do they want their future employer, university, partner
seeing that? Get older young people to create a positive digital footprint by blogging
positively.
19. Be careful what you share. Protect your professional reputation. Protect your children and
don’t be a ‘sharent’. Never reveal your child’s school, address etc in your posts and blogs.
Adjust Facebook settings so you determine whether your friends’ posts of your child
appear on your wall/timeline.
20. Be aware of how paedophiles work – making initial contact in chatrooms and games,
moving child on to other sites for private conversations and to obtain more information
away from others, forming a ‘relationship’ in order to isolate child from others.
21. Teach your child to never meet anyone in private that you have only ever met online.
Strangers are people you have never met , yet strangers may seem like ‘friends’ when you
have been chatting for hundreds of hours. Facebook ‘friends’ aren’t all your real friends.
People do not have hundreds of friends.
22. The vast amount of pornography on the internet, much of which is extreme, is affecting
how people think of sex and desensitising them. It affects body image, self-esteem,
expectations and leads to dangerous practices (violence, no contraception, more
promiscuous, engaging in sexual activity younger because ‘everyone is doing it’ myth).
Young people need to be educated about appropriate sexual relationships, anatomy,
consent and respect. SRE should be honest and compulsory.
23. The internet had granted educational benefits previously unattainable to the majority. It
has democratised access to knowledge and allows free speech. Don’t overblock as a
panic response to the risks.
24. Empower young people to find their own information – have School Councils develop
school’s e-safety rules, promote Safer Internet Day. When teaching an e-safety lesson,
don’t call it that – instead focus on the service “Today we’re talking about You Tube”, the
risks will present themselves in discussion.
25. Young people haven’t changed too much in the last five hundred years but the world has..
That's why it's important to talk to your child about sex, relationships and the internet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FNSXxf-luKM (Romeo and Juliet film, CEOP)
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